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“Many older people were brought up at a time when
trust was an accepted part of any relationship.
Nowadays, regrettably, that is not necessarily so.
Modern criminals take advantage of that fact by
targeting older and vulnerable people and robbing them
without compunction. If by warning possible victims of
scam and frauds I can convince them not to trust
everyone at face value, I will have achieved a
worthwhile service to my generation.”

These are the words of Lawrie Ellis, a member of my Sussex
Elders’ Commission (SEC) on policing and crime.

I established this group of community-minded volunteers in
February last year, and they lost no time in tapping into their
networks and community groups to lift the lid on older citizens’
concerns about crime.

Since then, its 30 members have been conducting a county-wide
“Big Conversation” with their peers to capture their views and
opinions about policing, crime and community safety.

The Sussex Elders’ Commission has heard from more than 2300
older people and recorded 6200 ideas and concerns. Older people
told the SEC that scams and nuisance calls, local policing and road
safety are topping the list of worries ahead of anti-social behaviour,
cyber- crime, fear of crime, isolation and financial coercion.

“Older people feel much more vulnerable and many don’t know
who or where to turn to,” said SEC member David Burroughs,

“and in many cases they have told us that they are targeted or
victimised or ignored simply because of their age.”

1. Why set up an Elders’ Commission?
Exploiting, intimidating and isolating a person because they are older
and more vulnerable is a form of abuse. In the words of Action on Elder
Abuse Chief Executive Gary Fitzgerald – there are “far more substantial
pieces of legislation that exist to protect children and animals than there
are for older people.”

In Sussex, based on projections from national data, it is estimated there
could be as many as 13,000 cases of Elder Abuse, but it is under-
reported and in some cases it can be difficult to identify as a crime as
we shall see later in the report. 

I asked older people in Sussex to help me set up an Elders’ Commission
following on from the success of our Sussex Youth Commission. Over
two years, enthusiastic young volunteers - some as young as 14 -
spoke to over 4,000 young people and turned their findings into
recommendations for changes in policy and approach by the police. To
their enormous credit, Sussex Police has taken these recommendations
very seriously, and our Youth Commission has subsequently won a
national award for youth engagement. 

My Elders’ Commission members had the same ambition to make sure
their consultation made a lasting difference, turning concerns and
ideas into real change and action. They have worked with my office and
within their own networks to gather data and case studies from across
Sussex. This report also contains their ideas and recommendations to
help our older and more vulnerable citizens stay safe and feel safe.

Police forces and PCCs find themselves at the centre of a national
debate on the need to modernise the police service to adapt to shifts in
the volume and types of crime. Sussex Police is adapting it’s policing
model and some of the changes proposed could affect aspects of
traditional policing that older people in particular hold dear. That is why
it has been very helpful for the SEC members to discuss the longer term
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changes with the officers delivering the programme, so that they
themselves understand what this may mean for the communities
they have been talking to.

SEC member Ray Hoare said “It is imperative that the views and
concerns of older people are taken into consideration at this time
so they can be included within the new policing model. My
motivation to help the SEC is that it’s very apparent that delivering
an effective and efficient policing service is increasingly challenging
as those new processes are going to be introduced.”

The SEC’s Big Conversation has revealed just how disconnected
some older people feel from their police service. Seaford
Councillor and SEC member Mark Brown said “I was amazed at the
lack of knowledge and interface there was between older people in
my town of Seaford and the police.

Only 20% of people seem aware of the 101 non-emergency number
and those that were aware felt the automated questions were
frustrating with some people saying they had hung up before
speaking to a real person.”

A lot of older people have also told us that they “don’t want to
bother the police because they are busy”- or some believe - “they
won’t do anything about it anyway.”

What sets the Elders’ Commission approach in Sussex apart from
other consultations is the independence of SEC members, their
commitment to making a difference and, I hope, my desire to act
on their recommendations wherever possible. 

What also differentiates this work is the degree of collaboration
between my office and Sussex Police. I am fortunate that in the
Chief Constable and his chief officer team, we have senior officers
ready to listen to feedback from the public and willing to try to
accommodate new approaches. 

Last year, my Youth Commission recommended setting up a Youth
Independent Advisory Group (YIAG) to act as a sounding board and test
area for Sussex Police’s approach to dealing with youth issues.

Over the past 12 months the YIAG has challenged and changed police
practices including Stop and Search information and influenced the
way officers are deployed in busy city centres at night. 

The Elders’ Commission will adopt a broadly similar model to advise and
challenge the police, with the advantage of a lifetime of contacts and
networks. I am impressed at how many doors they have opened and
how many organisations can see the benefit of sharing research and
getting involved. 

When we started last year there was a natural reluctance from groups
with a similar focus. Now, we are being contacted by organisations
every week who want to tell us their concerns and share their ideas as
well as hear how to keep themselves and their friends safe. 

Sussex Police has been thoroughly supportive of the concept, sending
expert officers to talk to Commission members at their quarterly
meetings and providing crime prevention videos and booklets for
members to hand out and share as part of their engagement.

While police forces like Sussex are reshaping their policies to deal with
the rise in cyber-crime, historical sexual abuse and exploitation, the
rise in public awareness of Elder Abuse in all its forms will inevitably
lead to increased reporting of incidents, and the need for more
investigations. I am mindful of the impact this could have on police
resources so we need to be very focused on the most essential areas to
address first, and the most effective way to raise older people’s
awareness and reduce their vulnerability.

Neighbourhood Watch in Sussex has been impressed by the geographic
coverage and the quality of the SEC “conversations” underway and they
kindly helped us extend our reach through a survey of Neighbourhood
Watch co-ordinators to extend the SEC consultation online. 
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What is quite clear is that financial, physical and psychological
abuse of older people cannot be solved by the police alone and
instead requires a co-ordinated multi-agency approach.

The really hard work is still ahead of us but the SEC now has allies
across Sussex who can help scale up the response to abuse and
spread some essential safety messages and support the excellent
work of Sussex Police - particularly in combatting scams and
fraud.

Neighbourhood Watch Chair, John Wright MBE, has called for
NHW and local volunteers to collaborate with SEC members and
Sussex Police to help keep an eye on older people who may be
more vulnerable to scams, and 76% of people questioned said
they would like to volunteer.

Action on Elder Abuse has been funded by my Victims’ Services
Fund to recruit a Sussex-based co-ordinator to work with
volunteers providing a year-long support service to victims of
Elder Abuse. Their Elder Abuse Recovery Service is in response to
a noticeable increase in calls to its confidential helpline.

Deputy District Attorney Paul Greenwood, head of the San Diego
Elder Abuse Prosecution Unit, recently endorsed the Elders’
Commission approach to provide advice to vulnerable older
people and encourage more reporting of abuse. A former Sussex
resident, Mr Greenwood says that sometimes individual
statutory agencies including the police can be reluctant to
intervene early or at all.

He recommends joining up the agencies and, above all, giving
older people the confidence and the channels to report problems.

I am very grateful to Deputy DA Greenwood for his time and his
advice as we went about our Big Conversation.

Here in Sussex, linking between statutory and voluntary and
third sector bodies is just what the SEC is recommending to try
to reduce duplication, and to triage and focus resources. They
have met thousands of people over the past year and distilled
their meetings and consultations into this report.

So many older people told us “this is the first time that anybody
has asked for my opinion and to hear what concerns me.”

I think we owe it all to those senior citizens who took the time to
talk to us to look at their concerns and act on them where we can.

Katy Bourne
Sussex Police & Crime Commissioner
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2. The Sussex Elders’
Commission: Who are we?

“We want to inform people how to stay safe, we
want our fellow senior citizens to feel safe where
they live and we want to reduce their vulnerability to
scams and fraud. We know that too many older
people won’t engage with their neighbours or
venture out because of – in most cases – a
disproportionate fear of crime and worries about
anti-social behaviour… Above all, we want to help
reduce the feeling of isolation and helplessness some
feel and subsequently lessen their fear of crime”.

(SEC member Ray Hoare Oct 2015)

Why is this important to us?
We are all Sussex residents aged from 60 to 85. We live in

different parts of Sussex and our lives and our careers and

experiences are all very different. What we have in common is a

strong feeling that many older people are disconnected from

modern policing and crime and community safety policy. We see

our peers becoming unnecessarily fearful of conventional crime,

irritated by anti-social behaviour, and perplexed by the digital and

virtual world, leading far too many to withdraw into isolation. 

We are also very concerned that our older peers present a rich and

vulnerable target to scammers and fraudsters and that many suffer

financial, physical and psychological abuse in silence. 

Our ambition is to give a voice to those concerns and fears, to shine a

revealing light on the impact of conmen, crime gangs, disreputable

relatives and thoughtless neighbours who victimise people because

their age makes them an easier target. 

Any aliens intercepting our TV programmes could be forgiven for

thinking that people disappear when they reach 60 or stop working.

The reality is that there are as many people over 60 as there are under

18. Older people are not an inconvenience, and we don’t deserve to be

ignored, marginalised and exploited. It took a long time before society

acknowledged the scale and nature of child abuse in the UK and the

pain and damage it causes. It may be that the description “Elder Abuse”

or “Elder Exploitation” does not yet resonate in the way that Child

Abuse or Child Sexual Exploitation does. 

We believe adult protection needs to be taken as seriously as child

protection. We also believe that older people should be empowered to

have no fear of being older. 

So look out. The Sussex Elders’ Commission is starting the grey

fightback and we aim to be the scourge of the scammers and abusers.

We want to start a debate in Sussex and nationally about Elder Abuse

and how to tackle it, and we are very grateful for the support of Sussex

PCC Katy Bourne for asking us to advise her.

  Who are we?
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What is “old” these days?

definitions of age: We need to begin with an
understanding of common-use and legal definitions of age and
the proportions of the population we have been talking to. Nearly
15 million people in the UK are aged 60 and over; more than there
are people under 18. Over 11 million people are 65 and over and
1.5 million are 85 and over. A lot of older people live alone - 36%
of 65 year olds and a larger proportion being women.

Young-old is classified as 60-69. Old-old is classified as over 70
but dependent upon health and wealth and cultural factors,
people have different views about whether they are in late-middle
life, or early-later life, or late-later life!

Isolation and lack of communication with family and friends or
reporting channels can make older people more vulnerable to
abuse. A lack of physical mobility and other disabilities can
increase vulnerability.

digital access: The Office for National Statistics (2015),
reports that 4.5 million people aged 65 have never been online,
whereas 42% use the internet daily, and 23% use it regularly for
banking. Single adult households over 65 are most likely not to
have internet access.

dementia: Dementia can also be a factor in vulnerability to abuse,
with the Alzheimer’s Society estimating that one in five people
over 80 and one in 50 people aged 65-70 are living with dementia.

The fastest population increase is in those aged 85 and over, and the
Health & Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC) reports older people
aged 65 years and over are three times more likely to have a concern
about abuse raised, and those 85 and over ten times more likely. 

Research: Unfortunately, there is little academic research about
Elder Abuse, despite the Action on Elder Abuse helpline taking 21,000
calls last year, primarily about the abuse of people over the age of 80
years. Nearly £80m of property or money was reported as stolen or
defrauded in just one year.

Action on Elder Abuse says that a lack of understanding about the
prevalence of Elder Abuse is no excuse for not resourcing research and
tackling it.

The Extent of Abuse
Nationally, a prevalence study published in 2013 estimated that 8.6% of
older people living in their own homes (around 500,000 people) are
abused every year. From earlier published studies with a lower national
figure of 342,000 it was estimated there could 13,000 cases in Sussex,
so the true total could be higher still.

definitions
There is no legal definition of Elder Abuse but the World Health
Organisation says it is “a single or repeated act or lack of appropriate
action occurring within any relationship where there is as an expectation
of trust which causes harm or distress to an older person.” Statutory,
voluntary & charitable bodies say the main forms of Elder Abuse are:

• Financial abuse 

• Physical abuse 

• Sexual abuse

• Emotional or psychological abuse

• Neglect

Sometimes these are caused by discriminatory or institutional practices.

  Who are we?
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The Serious Crime Bill of March last year widened the definition of
abuse to include distant carers for coercive and controlling
behaviour, including psychological and financial abuse.

Coercive behaviour
An act or a pattern of acts of assault, threats, humiliation and

intimidation or other abuse that is used to harm, punish, or

frighten their victim. Examples of coercive and controlling

behaviour might be: the destruction of property, isolation from

friends, family or other potential sources of support, preventing or

controlling access to money, personal items, food, transportation

and the telephone, and stalking.

Controlling behaviour
A range of acts designed to make a person subordinate and/or

dependent by isolating them from sources of support, exploiting

their resources and capacities for personal gain, depriving them of

the means needed for independence, resistance and escape and

regulating their everyday behaviour.

Is it a hidden and under-reported crime?
Although there is no statutory definition of a crime against an

older person (CAOP) and no general statutory offence, the Crime

Prosecution Service does apply a “CAOP flag” to crimes in the

following circumstances: 

• where there is a relationship and an expectation of trust e.g.

assault/theft by a carer or family member

• where the offence is specifically targeted at the older person

because they are perceived as being vulnerable or an ‘easy

target’ e.g. a distraction burglary or a mugging

• where the offence is not initially related to the older person’s

age but later becomes so e.g. a burglary where the burglar does

not know the age of the householder but later exploits the

situation on discovering that the householder is an older person

• where offences appear to be in part, or wholly motivated by

hostility based on age, or perceived age e.g. an assault,

harassment or antisocial behaviour involving derogatory

statements associated with the victim’s age

• where an offender deliberately targets an older person because

of his/her hostility towards older people this will amount to an

aggravating factor as will targeting anyone who is vulnerable.

The experience of Police forces improving their recording

processes has led to a rise in the number of sexual offences and

domestic abuse incidents reported. This was thought to be mainly

due to victims having more confidence they will be listened to and

taken seriously. We believe we need to look again at the potential

scale of unreported or ‘hidden’ crime and Elder Abuse that did not

result in criminal prosecutions.

  Who are we?
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At the same time as the
Elders’ Commission
consultation has been going
on, national research by
Action on Elder Abuse (AEA)
revealed a four-fold
increase in calls to their
helpline, and a rise in the
number of senior citizens
being robbed of assets and
cash by their own families. 

AEA has also revealed the
single biggest type of abuse
reported was financial with
the majority of victims being
women over the age of 80. 

In Sussex, calls to the AEA
helpline showed that abuse
of women in their own
home by family members
was more prevalent, with
financial abuse reported far
more frequently.

Rising house prices have
made older home owners a
tempting target for their
own families. AEA reports
that solicitors, doctors and
council workers are also
cited as abusers but it’s
mainly family. 

National picture
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Barriers to reporting
We are concerned that under-reporting is due to unwillingness to

report any abuse in the first place as well as widespread

reluctance to use the existing mechanisms through professional

channels. The experience of Elders’ Commission members was

that people felt able to tell us about financial coercion, or a scam

or other abuse that they had never revealed to close family.

It is often difficult for older victims to disclose or report abuse.

Generational attitudes mean that for many, family problems are

private. Older people may also not be aware of the services and

options available to them, and uncomfortable with the prospect of

calling a stranger to discuss personal or family problems.

They may also feel embarrassment and shame about a situation

of domestic abuse with a partner, carer or their children. They

may be so reliant on a partner to provide care and financial

support that they fear loss of independence, marginalisation from

the family, access to finances and sometimes even the loss of

their home.

People may not recognise that something is wrong or indeed a

crime. And in some cases, victims with dementia or mental illness

may not blame the perpetrator but see the behaviour as part of

their own illness or condition. 

So it appears that professionals will need to ask rather than

expect older people to volunteer their crime or victim status.|

(From research for Sussex PCC’s Office by Citadel Policy and

Communications 2015)

That’s where the Elders’ Commission can help reach out and our “Big

Conversation” can encourage people to talk about their own

experiences or their concerns about others.

What we can see very clearly is disconnection between agencies

despite the best intentions of individuals and the policies of

organisations.

“The Elders’ Commission is hoping to inject some new perspectives and

urgency into much closer co-operation between statutory and

voluntary agencies” said SEC member Ray Hoare, “Put simply, we

need to join the dots to create a more unified and streamlined

approach.“

SEC member Pauline Jackson says “the PCC can take the leading role

locally to galvanise efforts to protect older people and tackle Elder

Abuse. With the support of our local MPs we can also look at longer

term legislative changes where appropriate”.

  

“The PCC can take the
leading role locally to
galvanise efforts to protect
older people and tackle Elder
Abuse.”

Who are we?
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When I first applied to become a
representative for the Elders’
Commission, I had it in my mind
what the results might be.
In some areas I was right, but in others I have been

taken by surprise.

I expected that my fellow “elders” would want to see

more “Bobbies back on the beat” and I wasn’t far

wrong. Our age group grew up with seeing their local

Bobby out patrolling the streets, which made them feel

safe. Sadly, we know that it will not happen, unless you

live in a high crime urban area. 

Their concerns about anti-social behaviour varied a lot

geographically… However, I hope I have managed to get

the message over a little, that the modern day Bobby

can work more efficiently, with the use of modern

technology i.e. smart phones to share knowledge and

information, rather than walking the streets.

Many of the elders who I interviewed seemed to be

pretty au fait with the modern technology that they

use, and were pretty adamant that they would not be

taken advantage of, through any form of financial 

coercion… I found that pleasing, although I worry

about those that we did not speak to.

In my own area, which is semi-urban and semi-rural, I

was again pleasantly surprised to find that so many of

my peers have no fear of crime. I had a few who said

that they could honestly not tick any of our suggested

boxes, as they had no worries at all… This made me

proud of my parish and the surrounding area. 

Having spoken to people in areas other than my own,

the answers to our questions have varied

tremendously. It became apparent that anti-social

behaviour, especially drink and drugs were more of a

concern in the larger populated areas than in the

country, and that the main concerns in the more rural

areas were often traffic related.

Most of the people I have spoken to have been

appreciative of what we are doing, and have been

willing to undertake our survey and share their

experiences and thoughts

It is great to know that the Sussex PCC is working to

make the voices of Sussex Youths and Elders heard.

Crime varies so much from area to area and through

different age groups, so it is good to be a part of

something that will help others. Jean Holmwood Heathfield

Our members
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“friends” and “neighbours” who had grossly over-paid for tree and
garden trimming and gutter cleaning. A couple aged 85 and 86 were
scammed out of £8000 through a postal scam and their daughter lost
money in the process of trying to recover the funds.

”…even charities do pressure selling on the phone and at
the door…”

Several people reported signing up for direct debits. Some reported
that this was to charities, and recent investigations into pressure selling
by charities confirms this is standard practice. Whilst we would frown
on pressure selling by anybody this SEC report is not the right forum for
a debate about fundraising tactics. 

direct debit trap; small amounts taken regularly
However, we have heard that some people - our own members
included - have committed to direct debits for a range of products and
services that never materialised or were of poor quality, and we fear
these people will have their bank details exploited again. 

Most people reporting this sort of scam realised afterwards they had
been very gullible and their anger was more upsetting than the
financial loss. One of our SEC members holds her hands up to being
caught out herself, and another has suffered ill health through the
worry and stress of being caught up in postal scams.

dementia increases risk
Some people told us they really feared for relatives with dementia.
“My wife gets dozens of calls and letters chasing her bank details….she
doesn’t give anything out just yet but she has Alzheimer’s..I’m not
well..what does the future hold for her without me?” 

Nuisance calls and postal scams generated the highest number of
survey responses. Some people made light of them.

3. Nuisance calls & scams 
“My wife gets dozens of calls and letters chasing her
bank details… she doesn’t give anything out just yet but
she has Alzheimer’s. I’m not well - what does the future
hold for her without me?”

What we have found
We heard some deeply distressing stories. Some people were
almost relieved to talk to us, others preferred to give us a note of
their experiences in writing. Often the incident was something
that happened to somebody else, but we suspect that very often
people were talking about their own experience. 

Strangers at your front door
“Dodgy tradesmen… give me anxiety”

For face to face interactions, door to door ‘local’ tradesmen -
mainly offering building and maintenance and gardening - were
the biggest source of complaints along with young people -
apparently recently released from prison - who were selling
products at the door and frequently becoming abusive and
threatening if householders did not buy anything.

Over-charged, ripped off and let down
We heard that one man’s elderly brother was dying of cancer and
quite frail. He was persuaded to pay £2000 for essential roof and
damp repairs, when the only work completed was some painting
over the damp. One woman was charged £450 for a minor
building repair that was subsequently valued at £30. Being
charged ten times the going rate was not unusual… we heard of
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15.2% of older people we
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Health impact of persistent calls
Some older people we spoke to had very elderly parents. “My
elderly mother has dementia and gets very wound up by all these
phone calls. It takes her a lot of effort to get up and answer the
phone…sometimes there’s nobody there…or foreign sounding
people…or a computer voice... I have to calm her down afterwards..
it’s not good for her.”

Persistent, unwanted calls lead to anxiety and fear and often to
people not picking the phone up and missing family or care and
health-related calls. 

“I get 10-20 calls a week calls at all hours…every day from 0730.”

“I get them late at night after I have gone to bed.” “Calls in the
middle of the night mean I can’t get back to sleep… how do
they know who I am. Are they watching me?”

“I have difficulty walking. I have to keep getting up to answer
the phone….I have arthritis… I have tripped and injured
myself rushing for the phone.”

“These scam people and sales people sound very plausible.”

What we think
Although wisdom comes with age, we feel that too many older
people are simply too trusting, and out of touch with the evolution in
crime types and the industrialisation of some forms of fraud. They,
and we, need help to identify potential threats, how to stay safe and
how to report problems. 

Several people said that nuisance calls are not a policing issue
until harassment or threats are involved. “The phone companies
should be on top of this… but the telephone preference service
doesn’t stop the calls.” 

It was suggested that we should “name and shame these call
companies: lobby their shareholders or holding companies and tell them
to stop tormenting old people”.

Telephone preference service
The telephone preference service needs promoting but we need
additional tools to filter and stop international calls. We definitely
applaud the hefty fines handed down to some particularly persistent
cold calling companies last year!

What would help?
We were made aware of some well-attended seniors’ workshops on
nuisance calls that have been held around the UK. Here in Sussex some
people reported that the Which? event in Brighton in August last year was
very helpful. We would like to see some industry and Government support
for taking these workshops into the community, perhaps in shopping malls
and supermarkets, and even on buses.

There is some advice about unwanted calls available from OfCom
online but nobody we spoke to was aware of it. There has been some
good news more recently however, with BT announcing a junk call
diversion service, and telecoms providers agreeing with OfCom to focus
on nuisance calls. 

Targeted interventions/visits
We recognise that not everybody is plagued by nuisance and scam calls or
scam mail. It makes sense to target help at the most vulnerable people
who are isolated through lack of mobility, or geography. To achieve that we
recommend working with existing trusted agencies across the health and
care and housing sectors, and we know that Neighbourhood Watch, Fire
and Rescue, and volunteer visitors are already carrying out similar checks
in some areas.

  Nuisance calls & scams
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“I’m fed up winning the
lottery in other countries”

“I was called to say I had
been left £16m in Australia
and needed to send £100 to
release the cash. I wasn’t
born yesterday!”

“Being polite but concise
sometimes works. I ask
them to remove my
details from their
list...then you can tell
which of them is a genuine
company”.
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Sussex Police scam advice
Sussex Police is raising awareness of all the latest fraud and scam
techniques deployed by criminals and recently created a fraud
advice leaflet for all Sussex households. We were also really
pleased to see police investing in a pilot scheme to provide call
blocking devices to the most at-risk households. We will be
recommending that some of our local community safety groups
bid for funds to buy more call- blocking devices. 

Key messages
We are really pleased to discover that our suggested key messages
are very similar to those in the Sussex Police advice campaign:

• If it sounds too good to be true… it probably is! 

• Don’t ever give away personal or financial information, even if
callers claim to be from a company you know or your bank or the
police. 

• Don’t call back phone numbers left on your voicemail, or reply
to text messages you don't recognise.

• Don’t lose your temper with callers. Be firm and hang up if the
caller refuses to go away.

• Don’t send money to any overseas lotteries. If you didn’t enter
one, you can’t win!

• Check with a trusted friend, family member or adviser on any
request for money. 

Campaigns
We would like to see a more concerted and cohesive effort to make older
people aware of telephone, postal and online fraud and extortion. At the
moment, there are lots of agencies playing a very worthy role but bigger,
simpler national campaigns need to be developed to raise awareness.
These should be supplemented by local campaigns focusing on more
specific threats. We are pleased to hear that Sussex PCC Katy Bourne has
already explored with local radio the idea of running programme slots on
different scams. SEC Member Ray Hoare has proposed regular slots on
hospital radio and creating podcasts.

Links to partners
We consistently see the need for statutory and voluntary agencies to
join up, especially those with access to homes, but we also need to
encourage family friends and neighbours to report concerns.

76.1% of Neighbourhood Watch co-ordinators surveyed by the SEC said
they would like to help inform and protect their local community
against postal, telephone and online scams.

Legislation
We would like to explore whether automated and mass random calling
should be better regulated, and even prohibited unless people have
opted in to receive them. SEC members and the PCC have contributed
to the Government’s consultation on a requirement for all direct
marketing callers to provide a valid Calling Line Identification (CLI).

  Nuisance calls & scams
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Volume mail
The same goes for volume mail. The Post Office and all other
postal delivery services need to play their part in spotting postal
scams. They should keep a close eye on high volumes of mail
being delivered to elderly and vulnerable people. Our SEC
members spoke to their local postal staff and were told that the
Universal Service Obligation means all mail has to be delivered.
We just think a bit of common sense would help if a single older
person is receiving dozens of letters every week. 

Banks co-operation
Banks need to share data with police and investigative agencies.
We have heard examples of banks telling police that they can’t
reveal certain details about accounts or cards or ATM transactions
because of data protection when a crime has been committed. 

On a more positive note, however, we really welcome the recent
Barclays campaign warning of fraudsters posing as your bank.

Intelligence and trends
We would like to urge all financial institutions to share more data
or report concerns. We think banks need to admit or report losses
from fraud at least so that police and investigators can use data
and track trends to build a picture of criminal activity and focus
their prevention and investigative resources.

Confidentiality masks crimes
Perhaps most controversial is our call for agencies in the third and
voluntary sectors to share information about crime.
Confidentiality doesn’t help solve crime and stop criminals from
doing it again, as we shall see again in the next section:

Actions:
For Elders’ Commission:
• Establish Focus Group to guide future SEC activity and consider police

and partner plans

• Approach Post Office about mail delivery protocols and options to
minimise scams

• Promote use of call-blocking technology

For PCC’s Office
• Broker round-table with financial institutions, police, partners and

Government on data-sharing to tackle scams.

• Round table with voluntary and charitable sector and police on abuse
referrals

• Support Sussex Police use of call-blocking technology for the most
vulnerable 

  Nuisance calls & scams
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“The reason I got involved

was to make older people

aware of potential scams

and to give them

somewhere to go, rather

than suffer in silence.”

Sonia Everett
Haywards Heath

Our members
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Operation Signature
Operation Signature is a process introduced by
Sussex Police, to identify and support vulnerable
victims of fraud. 

It focuses on the protection of those vulnerable to fraud
through awareness, empowerment and prevention.
Through visiting 1500 addresses on a mass marketing
distribution list in 2013, it was confirmed that fraud is a
hidden and under-reported crime, with elderly victims in
particular, being persistently targeted and often in denial
or unaware. These crimes were not being captured and
victims were not offered any protection from re-
victimisation. 

Operation Signature was introduced in Sussex in 2014 in
response to this. Sussex Police was approached by the
Home Office to pilot and evaluate this process, with a view
to providing a national blueprint for other forces to
replicate. Our neighbours in Hampshire and Surrey have
already adopted Op Signature and other forces are
exploring this model to use in their own areas.

How does it work? 
Through increased media coverage and awareness, direct
reporting to police of vulnerable victim fraud is encouraged
in Sussex. Victims are assessed for vulnerability at the first
point of contact and those requiring intervention are visited
by a PCSO or uniformed officer. The duration and level of
support required for an individual victim varies and may
range from a single visit providing crime prevention advice

to a series of visits by policing partners. Follow-up visits are
intended to ensure that preventative measures such as
telephone call barring, bank contact, family and carer
support and overall protective measures are implemented
and sustained. 

What has been achieved?
This process has now been embedded as business as usual
and since its introduction in June 2014, 987 visits to
vulnerable fraud victims have been documented through
the single combined assessment of risk form (SCARF). This
assessment tool was developed in Sussex and is now being
considered by a number of forces to assist them in
identifying their vulnerable victims.

As well as providing support to victims and their families,
this evidence also provides Police, Action Fraud and the
Home Office with a better understanding of the victim
profile. 

A standardised referral process has been created to
provide ongoing support to some victims by engaging
with Adult Social Care and Trading Standards. Call blockers
have been funded internally for provision to those
prioritised as highest risk. Awareness literature and
supporting products have been developed and training
has been provided to partner organisations, financial
institutions and banks to assist in the identification of
victims and to increase awareness and reporting.

This increased awareness has led to higher levels of
reporting. Since December 2014, there have been 1284
reports of courier fraud in Sussex, with only 105 cases of

confirmed financial loss. Whilst fraudsters continue to
attempt to make financial gains in Sussex, their success is
being reduced as the community becomes more aware of
these types of crime.

Future plans: 
• Working with Neighbourhood Watch, Sussex Elders’

Commission and other voluntary agencies to provide
fraud awareness education through community
engagement events

• National roll-out of Op Signature process to other police
forces. This has already commenced in Hampshire and
Surrey

• Engage local partners and services to provide specialist
support through signposting/directory of services (Safe
Space Sussex www.safespacesussex.org.uk)

• Continued media coverage/messaging to increase
awareness, reporting and empowerment

• Introduction of a monthly fraud newsletter detailing
current frauds and emerging trends

• Continue working with Action Fraud to redefine
vulnerability for the purposes of victim interventions

• Negotiating with Victim Support to provide longer term
support to identified victims in Sussex

• Greater exploration of the current application of the
Mental Capacity Act (2005) and safeguarding around
financial control and coercion. 
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I decided to be involved in the
Elders’ Commission as I feel that the
older people in our community,
particularly those who feel isolated
and suffer from loneliness, needed
to have their voice heard. 

To this end I have visited many Day Centres and
Healthy Living Clubs in East Sussex and discussed the
PCC's initiative and also spread the word with people
I know or come into contact with. Everyone that I
have discussed this with has been very enthusiastic.

I joined the SEC hoping that I would be able to help
find out about the crime and community safety
issues that concern the older residents of Sussex,
and by bringing these issues to the attention of the
PCC help make their community safer.

I have managed to speak with the members of 12
older people's day centres/social clubs, and
helped at a stall on a day 'fair' in Crowborough.
On two weekends, I ran an SEC stall in the foyer
of the M&S in Bexhill alongside my Age UK East
Sussex stall. 

The response has been overwhelming, and the
one important message was that the older people
that I engaged with at all these places were so
delighted that someone had actually taken time
to speak with them. 

They said that they had never been asked their
opinion before, and it felt to them that, as older
people their opinion didn't count. They thought my
discussions with them were great.

I was able to advise them about all the different
scams out there and how to try and avoid being a
'sucker'. It was an eye opener to me that most of
them did not know about the 101 police non -
emergency number!

I learnt about the older gentleman who had
been romanced and scammed out of money by
his younger neighbour. I learned about other
scams that were carried out on them, some
unsuccessful. They discussed their local road
safety/traffic worries, and their concerns about
local policing. From all my contacts many, many
completed postcards have been sent back to the
PCC office.

I spoke recently with a
95 year old lady who
runs a social club in
Battle. She was delighted
that I wanted to come
and talk to her members
and said that would be
so useful for them. 

I have found the whole
process so far very
fulfilling, it has been
wonderful meeting so
many older people, who have been so engaged with
what we are trying to achieve. Hopefully we will be
able to reassure them on many of their issues.

My one worry is that isolation is, at the moment,
the lowest issue of concern and I wonder if this is
because we have not reached those most isolated
and therefore most vulnerable?

Pauline Jackson Bexhill

Pauline Jackson with
Wealden mP Nus Ghani

Our members
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  Financial coercion & abuse

4. Financial coercion & abuse
“Silence isn’t golden.”
Paul Greenwood, Deputy District Attorney, San Diego California. 

What we have found
From our research, we know financial coercion and abuse is very
real but we fear it is very under-reported, and the sums involved
can be large and life-changing.

People usually talked to us about it as something that had happened
to somebody else. However, a few were remarkably frank. In the first
month of opening our Big Conversation we heard directly at a public
event from an elderly lady who said the close relative she was with
had handed hundreds of thousands of pounds to her daughter under
duress. But in this case - like the others we heard, the person
reporting was adamant they didn’t want to make a fuss because it
would upset the family and probably end the only contact they had
with a relative. They still wanted some help but they were frozen
with fear into inertia. The parallel with domestic abuse is quite clear.

Pension Liberation: We had some discussions with younger
retired and soon-to-be retired people about Pension Liberation,
with people noticing a lot of companies and “independent experts”
offering to look after pension pots for higher returns. 

The biggest danger here is that if one willingly transfers funds
from a safe, existing scheme to another, it is possible that you
could be sent exaggerated, or false annual statements about your
investment only to discover in a few years that the fund is badly
managed, unregulated, or worse, non-existent.

We had anonymous reports of financial coercion perpetrated by
“council workers”- possibly in the care or health field and by close
family including partners and even solicitors.

“My neighbour’s son has just popped up out of nowhere…he’s just
after the house”

“Just in the village, we know a lady this happened to with her
family. They used to be so nice”

Financial coercion or protection?
Very often, large sums of money, wills or properties appear to be
involved. As the police have told us though, people have the freedom to
give their money to whoever they wish. A financial decision that
doesn’t suit some other family members may well be perceived as
abuse, when in fact it may be in the best interests of the older person.

Asset-rich vulnerable targets
Sussex, and the south coast of the county in particular - is a traditional
retirement destination. We are concerned that some of our towns have
a very high proportion of older residents, many living on their own in
valuable properties, at a time when younger generations are struggling
to get on the housing ladder, and there are fewer new low-cost houses
being built.

The challenge for statutory bodies is to know if and when and how to
intervene when families and carers use coercion to persuade relatives
to hand over money or assets or even their homes.

As we shall see when we look at Isolation, it is very hard for dependent
older people to maintain links to the outside world and cry for help if
their access is controlled and monitored by a family member or carer.
The confidential helpline run by Action on Elder Abuse verifies our
experience in Sussex, with a high proportion of calls concerning financial
abuse by families (usually of women) last year and this year to date. 

“They keep asking for
money...they say they
need it for my keep”

“I signed some papers
about my house… I’m
worried now”
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What we think
Planning for our financial security and housing and care needs
beyond retirement is a multi-billion pound industry so there is
scope for industry and Government to look at the cost and personal
impact of financial coercion leading to older people putting
themselves at risk and potentially relying more on state care.

Who to turn to?
We recommend investing in and highlighting trusted reporting
channels that older people can access without fear. We need
trained and trusted home visitors who can spot signs of coercion.
We are aware of warden schemes focusing on older and isolated
people that are keeping an eye on the vulnerable and
encouraging re-integration.

The banks/financial institutions and Post Office should implement
a flagging system, or pause mechanism that can spot unusual
transactions and requests and introduce a temporary halt on large
money transfers that are out of the ordinary. It works with credit
cards abroad!

A Government and industry-backed independent panel or third
party could perhaps offer free light-touch check and challenge and
financial legal advice before mistakes and commitments are made.

We need to make it quite apparent to families and carers who may
be thinking of pressurizing relatives that there is now a more co-
ordinated approach to tackling financial abuse with more agencies
on the lookout.

Training for professionals and volunteers
We would like to see more awareness raising and training of
professional staff to spot and report suspicions, perhaps through their
professional associations, and trades unions in conjunction with
dedicated charities (such as Action on Elder Abuse) working with the
legal profession such as Solicitors for the Elderly (SFE) 

Targeted interventions/visits
Preventative interventions are more difficult when the vulnerable
person is surrounded by family or carers. So we need to enable trusted
professionals and volunteers who can get past the gatekeeper.

Keeping connected
Self-referral online via a simple reporting app was proposed. Skype
coffee mornings were suggested as a way of quite literally projecting
an outside face into the home of the vulnerable person… as long as
they had digital access. Calling 101 is an option but some people said
that they would not want to be overheard.

Key messages
“Silence isn’t Golden” is a phrase that San Diego Elder Abuse
Prosecutor Paul Greenwood uses in his presentations.

“Speak up, and encourage others to speak up if you are
experiencing it or suspect it.“

“Stop and think. It’s your money, your home, your asset. Can you
afford to give so much away? “Phone a friend… a real friend.”

“Ask for all requests - even from family - to be put in writing.”

“Speak up, and encourage
others to speak up if you
are experiencing it or
suspect it.“

Financial coercion & abuse
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Campaigns
We recommend the need for an awareness raising campaign
aimed at potential victims first, with a top ten list of things to
watch out for. This approach has been used in Canada and in parts
of the United States. We also need to make a wider emotional
appeal to families to be on the lookout for other coercive relatives
who may be targeting family members.

Legislation
Where vulnerable people have made major finance/asset transfer
decisions, it would be good to see if a statutory cooling off period
could be introduced …perhaps with the right to review or overturn
decisions where coercion can be proved. In California, banking
staff are legally obliged to report suspected financial Elder Abuse. 

Actions:
For SEC:
• SEC Focus Group formed to consider how best to encourage

older people to report financial abuse, including which
messages and channels work best.

For PCC:
• Convene working group with relevant agencies to consider

existing legislation on financial abuse of older people.

I decided to help the Police and
Crime Commissioner in order that
she hears from the “horse’s
mouth” the issues and worries and
the help and support our
communities have and require. 
I have enjoyed being an SEC member.
I have attended several meetings at the
PCC’s Office and met many experts in
the force. With fellow members we are
collectively improving the
understanding of what the Police do and giving advice and ideas as
to what more they should do. I have helped to gauge the feelings
and opinions of the seniors in Crawley and their main worries are in
the areas of Fear of Crime, Nuisance Calls & Scams, Local Policing
and lately Financial Coercion. 

I get concern raised about Fear of Crime a lot. Robberies do not
seem to be reducing and vandalism in the community Centres has
worried some people in the community.

Some members have raised the concern that the number of
nuisance calls they receive are on the increase and there does not
seem any way to stop them. Likewise the number of scam emails
being received is also on the increase and getting trapped by one is
a big anxiety. 

Ashwin Soni Crawley

Our members

Financial coercion & abuse
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5. Cyber crime
“For too many the web is uncharted and hostile territory
and they are denying themselves access to a world of
conversation and connection.” 

What we have found:
From our own digitally capable SEC colleagues we have learnt that
there are two types of cyber crime; cyber-dependent and cyber-
enabled. Police recorded crime does not distinguish between
offline and online crime, and offences are recorded on the basis of
the offence in law.

However, it’s good to know that national organisation Action
Fraud records incidents that fall short of a recorded crime. The
information they collect helps police build a better picture.

Recent research helps us understand the process of cyber
targeting and victimisation: You need a motivated offender, a
victim with something to lose - often money or dignity or
reputations - and an absence of “guardians” or “gatekeepers.”

Behavioural research shows that cyber victims set the margins of
their own risk, and are unaware of the so-called digital disinhibition
effect that lowers their guard. Once you have crossed into the
virtual world your digital footprints are easy to follow and you
always leave some finger prints. Whilst that can be helpful to the
police and our intelligence services it’s also a gift for fraudsters.

Around a third of those we spoke to were confident using the
internet and computers. But more than 500 were not.

Concerns about cyber crime made people stop using computers
and email.

Several members of the SEC have been hacked and not many had
firewalls or anti-virus software in place. Too many had easily
identifiable passwords. Although only small direct online losses were
admitted to, people revealed they had subsequently sent cash or
cheques for services advertised on social media. In many cases people
had signed up for direct debits for non-existent or sub-standard goods
and were expecting further charges.

The reaction of many people was “It’s so fast moving, you can’t
control it. The scale is difficult to grasp.”

“We are naïve and we need to know we are protected by the police
and law...but we know that they can’t patrol our living rooms.”

“I have given my details away to competitions and now I feel
stupid, but it’s not just us older people… the young and vulnerable
can also get sucked into things like grooming”.

Although a lot of people said we need more specialist police units or
officers, we think that only a few people actually reported cyber threats
or losses to the police, although some described a sensitive and helpful
experience when approaching the police.

“We need greater surveillance and oversight of social media” 

“I get calls and emails all offering help. How do I know who to
trust?” … Older people feel vulnerable online and we need an
advice centre locally for all these things”

“I’m careful on the internet…but I worry about the others “

  

“We have been victims of
cyber crime and it’s very
frightening. There’s
effectively somebody in
my house.”

“I can’t believe it happened
to me…I was the one
telling other people to be
careful!”

Cyber Crime
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What can be done?
We recognise that most of us older people need training….the
digital, social world seems to be a young person’s game. “It feels
like I am navigating with a map in a different language… keep
it simple please”.

We are pleased to see examples of Housing Associations and
residential homes running their own IT familiarity sessions in coffee
mornings and lunch clubs. It would be good to see hardware and
software suppliers step in and help provide access to computers-
especially as our age makes us a potential target market. 

Technology
Firewalls, anti-virus protection…these need to be more understood
and accessible.

Certified cyber clinics
A simple idea that also came from the Elders’ Commission was
establishing a charter mark for approved IT clinics/technicians
along the lines of Check-A-Trade - for people troubled by viruses
and malware.

It’s a tool…like a car. I want a local mechanic to fix my
computer….not somebody abroad.”

Safe surfing and reporting problems online
There is a host of very helpful websites dedicated to safe surfing
and channels for reporting online crimes and Child Sexual
Exploitation, but we silver surfers need more help; especially those
who have not yet learned to swim online. 

Key messages
You are more likely to be targeted online than on the streets.

Eastbourne MP Caroline Ansell has expressed her support to encourage
retired and older people to use the internet.

“I want to encourage more people to get online and digitally
engaged. I am particularly interested in the Elders’ Commission
report about cyber-crime and the fear that some older people
have of using the internet.”

Actions:
For SEC:
• Establish SEC Focus Group to liaise with the local Cyber Crime Unit.

• SEC members to use their community and professional networks to
encourage older people to engage with digital services and the internet.

For PCC:
• PCC’s office to encourage and support community projects aimed at

widening digital inclusion of older people and promoting stay-safe
online messages.

  

SEC member Ray Hoare

has drafted a proposal to

get Elders’ Commission

members along to a

venue like a local school

to run online taster and

safety workshops, with

the support of tech

equipment providers-

some whom are already

involved in ”access to

digital” programmes. 

We think it should be

possible to deliver hands-

on experience for older

people, with schools and

colleges using

volunteering and

citizenship opportunities

within their curriculum.

CYBER CRIME

Cyber Crime
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“A more worrying aspect is
relative or carer abuse
whether psychological or
physical.”
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I heard about the
Commission from two
organisations I work with.
One is the Soroptimist
International and the other
is Rise, a charity which deals
with and helps victims of
domestic violence.

I considered it was a way in

which I could give something

back to the community having had a good life and a

successful career as a Prison Governor. I already belong to a

group of women over 60 and they were my first port of call,

since then I have been working through Age UK and

attended their luncheon groups. I also attended Pride in

Brighton where I interviewed those members of the public

who fitted the criteria.

Chris duffin Brighton

Our members

During the last nine months I have spoken to
many individuals in Pulborough and in
surrounding villages.

I have given talks to clubs, societies and other organisations.

My impression is that in this rural community, the real

concern of all people, but especially older people and those

living alone, is a perceived absence of local policing.

They are aware of the dangers of scams and fraud,

although they are often surprised by the sophistication of

some of the examples that I can give them. The extensive

publicity given to such crimes recently has helped to raise

awareness. However, beyond a general annoyance at the

intrusion caused by unsolicited telephone calls and

computer messages, whether of a criminal nature or by

hard selling genuine commercial organisations, most

people think that they can avoid being conned.

A more worrying aspect is relative or carer abuse, whether

psychological or physical. This is more widespread than I

imagined but it is difficult to obtain hard evidence either

because of the reluctance of the victim to disclose details or

their ignorance as what is actually happening.

Lawrie Ellis Pulborough

Our members



6. Anti-Social Behaviour
“There’s too much blame on young people.. I don’t live
like them but I accept the right of others to party…
just not all night long” 

What we have found:
If we were to summarise the feedback on anti-social behaviour
it would say that “older people think that younger people lack
respect, are too noisy and sometimes intimidating.” But on
deeper examination, our peers did show some understanding of
the reasons for the friction and suspicion. It would be too easy
to dismiss the concerns of older people about ASB, because one
person’s definition of anti-social behaviour would be another’s
definition of a regular Friday night.

Frailty increases fear and isolation, and older people perceive
themselves to be at greater risk.

”I couldn’t move out of the way of trouble…”.

Fear of anti-social behaviour can be just as debilitating as the
experience of some crime.

Whilst a lack of understanding between different ages increases
suspicion and an irrational fear of being targeted, there were
few reports made by older people about crimes committed by
‘younger people.’

Noisy intimidating neighbours and groups of youths on the
street can make local shopping and town centres a frightening
experience for older people.

Some people reported:

“It’s thoughtless teenagers mainly…not deliberately cruel young
people. But groups of youths intimidate me. Especially when I hear
that knives are being taken to school”.

“Even the Community centre has become a focus for yobs…
I depend on that for my socialising.” 

“Youths have demolished the wheel chair access ramp to the
community centre.”

“My doorway is so full of rubbish I can’t get out. It must cost a
lot… all these agencies involved. -housing; noise abatement, litter
and refuse and the police and social services.”

“ I don’t live like them but I accept the right of others to party…
just not all night long” 

“The Youth Commission is a great idea, it can help work on
Community Cohesion”

“It’s the same faces… people drinking in Littlehampton” 

  Anti-Social Behaviour

“I used to think what can
be done? …but the police
here (Eastbourne) are great
and anti-social behaviour
has improved. “
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What we think
As an observation, we feel that modern policing and city centre
management creates a CCTV fortress mentality…where people
have retreated from the streets and towns become empty and
apparently threatening to the elderly after 6pm. 

There are however, some great examples in Sussex of local people
bidding into the PCC’s Safer in Sussex Community Fund to address
anti-social behaviour locally. The Littlehampton problems
mentioned above are currently being effectively addressed
through an outreach worker (managed by the Arun Community
Safety Partnership) gaining the confidence of habitual street
drinkers to try to reduce their anti-social behaviour and the
disruption and associated cost.

Targeted interventions/visits
Some people suggested a buddying system for troubled young
people and pupils “like they do in the USA with former soldiers
and police officers” and would like to set up some discussion with
our Youth Commission members who have some mentoring ideas
to help keep young people out of trouble.

Over the past three years we can see that the PCC’s office has
provided grant funding for dozens of local initiatives designed to
deter people from becoming disruptive and falling into crime.
Youth clubs, skate parks, community education centres and
rehabilitation projects have received funds if their project gets the
backing of the local Community Safety Partnership to address
specific concerns. This provides a great mechanism to track the
impact on local problems which helps us all report back to our
more worried residents that their concerns have been heard and
action is being taken.

  Anti-Social Behaviour

15.2% of people surveyed
had experiences of anti-
social behaviour
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I was amazed at the lack of
knowledge and interface there
was between older people in
my town of Seaford and the
Sussex Police until I was invited
by Katy Bourne, the Police and
Crime Commissioner, to join the
"Sussex Elders’ Commission" as
my town representative.

Through my local
Neighbourhood Watch, of
which I am Chairman, and my contacts as a Town
Councillor for Seaford we have encouraged older
people to voice their opinions through the Elders’
Commission .

By sending their message through the PCC and
onwards to Sussex Police they can and will make
a difference to our policing . 

Mark Brown Seaford

Our Members
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Older people we spoke to did call for more targeted patrols in city
and town centres where they saw a “ lot of graffiti and broken
windows and abusive street drinkers”. But there was also a call
for funding of drug and alcohol treatment programmes.

Technology
We were asked if there was a better way to report ASB to the
police, showing yet again the need for the Home Office and local
forces to promote the non-emergency 101 number. With perfect
timing, as we write this report, the Home Office has just launched
a 101 awareness campaign.

Key messages
We hesitate to make any bold statements because they could
polarise the debate into old versus young. Big groups of youths
are intimidating to older people. Loud noises do disrupt older
people, but we need to understand modern life is in fact noisy and
fast, so…

• Reach out and talk first before you complain.

• But don’t suffer in silence. 

• The police do want to hear from you - they are concerned
about ASB

• Call 101 for non-emergencies…but…

• …Call the Local Council about noise, dog fouling and fly-tipping.

Campaigns
People need to know there are laws to help them. We need to publicise
our success in cracking down on really serious anti-social behaviour
using property closure orders for example.

One of our Youth Commission members suggested getting the Elders’
Commission and Youth Commission into schools …”they can have a
rap-off style debate about what annoys old people and young people
about each other..”. We look forward to that…

Actions:
For SEC: 
• ASB Focus Group to produce a top tips list of how to cope with and

report anti-social behaviour

• Encourage skills swap sessions where older and younger people can
learn from each other’s knowledge or experience

For PCC’s Office:
• Encourage police and partners to make ASB reporting easier

For Sussex Police, PCC’s office and Community
Safety Partnerships: 
• Publicise successful ASB campaigns in the local community
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“I was looking for a
challenging volunteer role
and wondered if there were
any plans to start a scheme
for the elderly, similar to the
Youth Commission which the
PCC began last year.

I then saw an article in the
Crowborough Courier asking for
volunteers to join the SEC and
made an application.

“I enjoy meeting the elderly and discussing their
concerns regarding crime and other issues, and the
majority of people I have interviewed have been
pleased to discuss their concerns. The biggest trend I’ve
seen so far is the concern around nuisance calls and
scams. This, and cyber-crime, are areas I’m particularly
interested in looking into.”

“I hope that by talking to residents the SEC can
uncover what really matters most to older people in
Sussex and, by working with Sussex Police, we can help
raise awareness of these issues and reduce their
impact on the elderly.”

manny Godfrey Crowborough

Our members

The reason I offered to join the Elders Commission
was because I thought it would be a very worthy
and original cause. The PCC Katy Bourne had
addressed our Probus Club with great enthusiasm
and demonstrated a real practical interest in
ensuring the efficiency of the Police. 

Many older people do feel less secure today than
formerly with fewer Police seen around in the
neighbourhood, much more cold calling in person and
on the phone by sales people and serious scams on
the phone and internet leading to substantial
fraudulent losses.

I have distributed the Elders’ Commission form to many
senior citizens in Probus clubs and amongst church
members to ascertain the principal security concerns of
older people and also taken part in a person to person
enquiry in a shopping mall in Horsham to discover the
real concerns of many older people.

Hopefully with the information acquired the Police can
adapt their service to make our communities much
safer in these modern times.

Arthur Thompson Worthing

Our members

“We can help raise
awareness of these issues
and reduce their impact
on the elderly.”
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7. Road Safety
“I have to look left and right when I’m crossing the
pavement never mind the road.”

What we have found
Speeding through small towns and villages is a very big concern,
and not just for older drivers. Pedestrians and residents report
feeling intimidated or irritated or worried about poor driving. The
concern is also for children and young families who may also be
affected.

Interaction with cyclists was the most frequently cited complaint-
closely followed by irresponsible disability scooter drivers.”

“I have to look left and right when I’m crossing the pavement
never mind the road.”

Pedestrians feel intimidated by cars even when they are tucked
away on the pavement, and cars parked on double yellow lines or
near crossings create crossing hazards and barriers.

The apparent absence of officers and roads units to police a range
of roads issues was often cited, with mixed satisfaction levels over
local arrangements. Some people praised the volunteer
community speedwatch groups; others called them busy-bodies
and said they only wanted to “get caught by real policemen”.

“Where are the roads policing units? Who polices the
roads and what happens to all those online and phone
reports about anti-social and dangerous driving?”

“When we have large events locally, it’s self policed by
stewards and the traffic and parking is chaotic”.

As we saw in the ASB section, age differences also caused anxiety and
anger. Although some older drivers - former police officers included-
recalled the thrill of driving too fast when they first passed their tests.

What we think
Many respondents didn’t know about the existing variety of ways to
report dangerous and anti-social driving behaviour.

We do agree that there should be more policing of our roads but how
to do it in a largely rural county with hundreds of miles of country lanes
and tracks as well as busy A roads?

Is the current deployment of roads units mainly driven by funding
limitations or by new policing and community safety models? We have
seen widespread introduction of technology such as CCTV and ANPR
cameras, but the absence of visible police cars in villages and remote
areas causes many people to believe there is no oversight of bad and
dangerous driving.

We heard mixed views on traffic calming such as speed bumps, but we
do support speed signs, and safety cameras. We have listened to some
interesting debates about decluttering the roads of signs and
unnecessary “street furniture” and creating shared spaces but we feel
that is more a concern for urban areas and city centres.

9.2% said they felt nervous on the roads.

  

“Cyclists have forgotten
that pavements are for
pedestrians….”

Road Safety
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Obstructive parking
The enforcement of parking restrictions came up several times
depending upon which part of Sussex we were talking to. Having
seen the pressure that Sussex Police is under, we don’t think that
parking should be a policing issue- except in obvious cases on
busy roads where a vehicle is causing a genuine hazard, but for
older and less mobile people, inconsiderate parking was really
blighting their lives.

There is a glimmer of hope though. We have seen and heard of
good examples of local-authority/parish/ district Community
Wardens helping with local parking issues, so we look forward to
seeing the impact of the Community Warden schemes in West
and East Sussex being assessed by Surrey and Sussex Association
of Local Councils and part funded by the PCC.

What can be done?
Targeted interventions
Speed watch: We hope that more Speed Watch groups will
be encouraged to set themselves up and work with the Sussex
Safer Roads Partnership.

Crack down on mobile phone use: We really would
like to see more action taken against drivers using mobiles whilst
on the move…particularly texting. 

Key messages: We would like to see clear simple messages
about illegal mobile phone use in cars.

Campaigns: Better promotion of Operation Crackdown for
example would really help, and so would more publicity on
successful prosecutions of drivers. We applaud Sussex Police for

the drink and drug driving campaign over Christmas and the naming of
drivers, and we thank the PCC for being instrumental in raising
awareness of drug driving and helping to equip officers with the kit to
perform roadside tests.

Actions:
SEC: SEC Focus Group on road safety to use networks and social
events to encourage participation in Community Speedwatch.
Encourage reporting to Operation Crackdown

PCC:  Raise the issue of illegal use of mobile phones in cars.

Sussex Police: Publicise successes in tackling driving offences

  

“Young drivers rush about
without thinking. We need
tougher driving tests and
tougher sanctions.”
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The people I spoke to were
concerned about a lack of police
visibility on the street. It takes a lot
of conversations about changes to
policing policy until their fears are
altered and they can change their
perception of policing.

I have explained how technology is
becoming more important - identifying
vehicles that are not taxed or insured
and identifying uninsured drivers.

By encouraging older people to take part in community safety
projects and pointing out the number of helpful agencies and
volunteers around, fears over their personal safety are allayed.

We have helped people realise that help is available. We have
explained where they can report suspicious door visitors or
persistent callers including 101 and Trading Standards.

I’m pleased to say that elderly people - when empowered - are no
longer as vulnerable.

I was able to introduce people to a telephone that only permits
stored numbers to pass through and ring with the name of the
person calling. This has proved 100% successful and no further
nuisance calls have been received.

But. it seems that lurking in the shadows we have the spectre of
Elder Abuse, and we need to help people recognise it and prevent it.

Graham Stitton

Our members

I joined the Elders’ Commission
because I thought the older
generation would interact with
those of us of a similar age, and
we could reassure them -
particularly those on their own-
that they were still considered
when it comes to crime, and
they could express concerns and
be listened to.

Gerry Yockney Billingshurst

Our members
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8. Isolation
“Anti-social behaviour, isolation and local policing.
These three issues are impossible to separate.”

What we have found:
As some of us know from our own experience, people become
increasingly isolated as they become older and venture out less,
when their partner dies or is hospitalised, and when they stop
working or socialising. 

Concerns about anti-social behaviour, changes to local policing
and media headlines all contribute to a disproportionate fear of
crime and lead to a lack of trust of others. 

Not knowing who to call or report problems to can create a
viscous circle of frustration and anxiety. “How should we contact
the police? Don’t want to be a pest or nuisance.” 

“The call handlers sound bored. They have no enthusiasm to
help you.”

What we think
Not everybody living in the more rural areas of the county and
living alone talked of isolation as a problem. Some people
obviously like a quiet life and prefer not to engage in community
events. When the question was put alongside feelings about local
policing, there was a near universal knee jerk reaction that not
seeing police made people feel more isolated.

For many older people, the onus to be visible appears to be on the
police even if they are not required. “If one is isolated you feel more
threatened by anti-social behaviour. A lack of local policing to deal
with disturbances and crowds just encourages anti-social behaviour to
continue”. We look at this in more detail in the Local Policing section. 

What can be done?
Combating loneliness and isolation is not a policing priority but police
are concerned about the vulnerability to crime, and exploitation of
people who are on their own and isolated, and lowering their fear of
crime is a clear objective.

We are pleased to see the PCC’s office funding projects which
specifically address these concerns. The Older People’s Community
Warden Project working across Brighton and Hove aims to reduce
isolation and encourage community participation, providing a
uniformed presence with volunteers assigned to local wards to work on
outreach, health and crime strands.

The Honouring Older People Events, (HOPE) project- also funded by the
PCC’s office- will build on the contacts opened through the Community
Warden project and invite older people to re-engage with their
neighbours and communities at celebratory events throughout the year.

What is really encouraging is the number of voluntary and statutory
agencies - including the police - who have come together to support
the HOPE project. It serves as a great model for some of the
collaborative ambitions we have expressed elsewhere in this report.

Actions:
SEC: SEC Focus Group to work with relevant agencies to raise
awareness of existing befriending and community integration schemes,
and the increased vulnerability of people living alone.

PCC:  Encourage local community initiatives focused on reducing
isolation and identifying vulnerable people.

  

“Loneliness is awful… we
need more home visits and
more clubs”

19% of people surveyed
said they would like to
volunteer to support
vulnerable victims of
crime- including scams.
38% said they may be
interested in volunteering. 

60% of people said they
had no fears to report.

Isolation
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  Our members

I joined the Sussex Elders’
Commission because through my
participation in a local Police
Neighbourhood Panel, I became
aware of the focussed and
deliberate attack by criminals on
the vulnerable, particularly the
older generation through scams
and cyber crime. 
I could not see that this was being addressed
or co-ordinated by any authority especially
the Police as they had so many other issues
and priorities to contend with. 

Nor did there seem to be any vehicle for
finding out if or what the concerns of the
elderly are and how this should be tackled.

I did wonder if the commission was being set
up to pay “lip service“ to an idea and to just
go through the motions of looking into this
subject with no real intention to investigate or
take action.

How wrong I was, as from our very first
meeting I could see, hear and sense that
there was a genuine determination by our
PCC and her staff together with the other
commission members to do something really
positive and meaningful to address this
apparent situation.

Being involved with “The Big Conversation”
confirmed my fears that many elderly
residents have real concerns about their
safety and wellbeing, and often felt isolated
and neglected by the authorities as nobody
was interested in hearing from them or
prepared to act on their behalf.

What has been really pleasing and rewarding is
the gratitude expressed to me when giving the
news that “someone” is now listening to them
with a genuine interest and a determination to
change matters and help them. 

The big challenge is to ensure that
momentum is not lost and a way forward will
be found to address most if not all of the
concerns that have been brought to the
attention of the Commission.

Gordon Keys Burgess Hill

Our members
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9. Fear of Crime
Over a third of people said the issues raised in the
Elders’ Commission “Big Conversation” above made
them worry about vulnerable friends and neighbours

What we have found
It was quite clear that for the majority of people we spoke to, their
fear of so-called conventional crime (burglary, theft and assaults)
- was very disproportionate to most people’s modern day
experience, and people were unaware of the level of threat posed
by cyber-crime and postal and telephone fraud.

Research by Age UK at the end of last year said that people aged 65
plus are most likely to believe crime is increasing a lot nationally
but they are no more likely to think this is happening locally.

There was often a combination of factors that led to people
reporting a fear of crime: for example “Lack of street lighting…
noisy neighbours”; or no neighbours or unfriendly
neighbours… and a “lack of police”.

There is a clear link in many older people’s minds between visibility
of the police and their fear of crime, but often only after a prompt.

Asking about police visibility prompts two responses: sudden high
visibility leads to concern that there is a problem. Low visibility
tends to make people tell us they are more fearful… the “what if I
need a police officer“ factor. We wonder if people feel the same
about ambulances and paramedics? We all assume that hospitals
are busy and carry out useful activity all the time-we know
because most of us have visited a hospital. Few of us will ever
have to see the inside of a police building so our assumptions
about useful and relevant activity is not as positively ingrained.

Only 4.6% said “we are nervous of other people”

We understand there to be long-standing urban myths about crime
levels which still affect the way we feel today and crime dramas and
news headlines keep that anxiety on the boil. Twenty years ago, the
Home Secretary’s officials warned him that crime would always go up
and his job was to manage public expectation. From our own
experience of the Criminal Justice System – (some of us working as
magistrates or as prison visitors) we know that public trust in policing
has gone up over the last ten years even if some crime numbers have
gone up. It is often said that it is how the police behave rather than
what they do that drives confidence.

For older people who are sentimentally, and perhaps irrationally
attached to the ‘Beat Bobby’, PCSOs have become a valued and trusted
touch point with an otherwise largely hidden police service.

We think that the PCC and Sussex Police need to show some of our
more sceptical communities the pressing operational requirement to
change PCSO training and their deployment. The positive message
about improving prevention response and investigation risks being
overshadowed by the reduction in numbers.

Actions:
SEC: SEC Focus Group to look at fear of crime with academia and police.

SEC to offer networks and channels to Sussex Police, the PCC and
Community Safety Partnerships to present the relatively low level of
crime in Sussex and where it is most likely.

PCC: Encourage Sussex Police to explain better true levels of crime
statistics and crime trends in Sussex.

  

…foot patrols cannot reach
every community and
don’t deter much crime.

“We could really use some
Community Wardens
around here… they seem
to work and they help
with things the police
don’t need to handle.”

Fear of Crime
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Retirement and joining the
University of the Third Age
(U3A) has given me the
opportunity to meet
people with similar
interests in my area and to
find some new ones.

I’ve always believed that as a
member of society we should
all put something back and not
just take. I had such wide experiences during my
career I thought it would help to bring a different
perspective to the SEC’s deliberations.

Currently the SEC is consulting on a number of priority
issues which members have identified such as
nuisance calls and scams and road safety. I want to
collect the views of as many older residents as possible
in order to understand what their concerns are, and
how we can work with the police to address them.

Robin Strange Worthing

Our members

Nothing gives me greater
pleasure than helping
others, especially elderly
people.

I moved to Sussex when I
retired after 36 years in the
Metropolitan Police and as I still
felt that I had a great deal to
offer and that my past
experiences could be of use I
was delighted to have the opportunity to join the
Sussex Police and Crime Elders’ Commission. 

As part of the Big Conversation and as I am involved in
my local Neighbourhood Watch and the Residents'
Association, I have been talking to people about local
policing, what worries them and what they would like
to see happen to give them peace of mind.

david Burroughs Rustington

Our members

Our members
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10. Local policing
“Can we just have a local contact…someone or
somewhere to go to please?”

What we have found
There are lot of myths and misconceptions about how police carry
out their work. We could tell that some people are completely
unaware of the amount of office-based work that police forces
have to deal with and can’t understand why more resources can’t
be put into patrolling officers.

Some people told us they understood the financial constraints but
asked for some form of visible contact. “I understand shrinking
budgets but can you please have a look at how to provide some
visible presence?”

“The police station is miles away in the next town” 
we heard, but only a few people had ever had the need to report
anything to a station.

Many older people said they believed a visible presence deterred
criminals, although a lot of people subsequently agreed that foot
patrols cannot reach every community and don’t deter much
crime, with some people volunteering anecdotes about burglars
nipping into houses and sheds after the local bobby had passed by.

The support for front-line police officers was very powerful, but
we struggled to get some people to understand the whole picture
of policing, from prevention and education, response and
investigation to the criminal justice process after arrest. So we
heard the phrase “backroom staff” a lot, and criticism of
expenditure on public information; at the same time as hearing
complaints about lack of communication.

“Don’t bother sending us police magazines to tell us how well you
are doing …put the money into officers and staff.”

Low crime areas with little daily police presence felt that the “The
South Coast is sucking resources from the rural areas” but in
further discussion there was acknowledgement that dense urban areas
experience higher crime rates and often different types of crime.

The SEC members had been given an insight into the purpose and
ambition of the Local Policing Programme, so it was refreshing to
hear that some people were also aware of the direction of the
changes and the savings requirement behind them. Some very mixed
messages were circulating about the “end of neighbourhood
policing and hundreds of officers disappearing from the force.”
One of the problems was the lack of certainty around police officer
and PCSO numbers, and where they would be moved to and from.

Those people who were part of voluntary groups really valued the
presence of PCSOs and officers in their Parish and community
meetings and as schools officers, so there is anxiety about the level
of local contact.

“Residents’ association used to get police visits… now there’s no
mechanism in place to hear what is going on in the village”

Older people – who couldn’t drive – were particularly anxious about
response times.

“Don’t want to bother reporting crime because police are so far away.”

A major challenge for the police will be how to communicate the new
model to the public- especially in rural areas which were identified for
changes to local policing. We are all looking to see what flexibility the
Chief Constable has been afforded by the Chancellor’s announcement
of a “freeze” on police budget cuts. 

  

We know a visible police
presence in our village will
not stop fraudsters and
cyber bullies.

But, there was still a large
majority of older people
saying the “Police do a
great job”

Local Policing
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Although some of the concerns expressed to us can be explained by
a lack of recent experience or interaction with police, there were
some examples of poor service “disinterested officers really…in a
hurry to get to the next job..”

“I was told to travel 15 miles to report something”

“Can we just have a local contact…someone or somewhere to
go to please” A named point of contact for each area is an integral
part of the plan for Local Policing.

The pre-Christmas announcement that the force was recruiting
Special Constables is welcome news.

Some residents had already experienced community wardens or
knew of alternative solutions to local problems.

Many people wanted to support them with higher council tax (precept)
contributions. ”I want to give you more money for policing.”

What we think
The new front line is in your home
We think the conundrum for police and policy makers is that crime
has increasingly shifted from the public sphere into private spaces,
and the new frontline is in our homes and NOT really on the streets.

The question PCCs and Chief Constables face is how best to remodel
policing to face complex emerging challenges, at the same time as
preserving the visibility and confidence-building local relationship
that the public hold dear… even if they have never actually asked a
police officer for help or ever visited a police station. Most people
realise they don’t need the police but we like to know that they are
there and provide peace of mind- like a home insurance policy.

The current law and order debate also still focuses on the number of
officers and on the number of forces rather than the best model to
meet crime demand.

The jury is still out in Sussex, but we are reassured through our Big
Conversation that the Chief Constable and the PCC are listening to
the concerns of the public and our older peers in particular.

What we need
The visibility/confidence equation needs some serious rebalancing.
Crime figures for fraud are going up and will go up because of the
exponential use of the internet and the opportunities it poses. We
know a visible police presence in our village will most probably not
stop fraudsters and paedophiles and cyber bullies. Nor will it prevent
domestic abuse behind closed doors. So we need a new model of
police visibility that demonstrates that real officers are still around,
even more accessible and still interested in keeping us safe. 

Actions:
SEC: SEC Focus Group to offer advice to Local Policing Programme,
and use our channels and networks to help explain the new model
and reassure residents.

PCC: Ensure that the Chief Constable considers community
expectations as the Local Policing Programme is implemented.
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I really enjoyed being
part of the Elders’
Commission and being
able to take part in some
of the discussion.

I did come on to the group to

see how the disabled would be

affected by the changes which

are happening to the local

police force and maybe give

some recommendations on

some issues that particularly

affect the disabled

community. I wanted to

hopefully have my say on how

funding cuts could affect

other communities in Sussex.”

Peter middleton
Eastbourne disability
Involvement Group

Our members

Local Policing
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At our first meeting the Elders’
Commission heard about the success of
the Youth Commission in gathering
youth views by means of a “Big
Conversation” using a postcard to trigger
responses and gather suggestions. 

I already attend the Local Neighbourhood
Policing Panel meeting in Haywards Heath so I
am relatively well- informed on local policing
issues but as a member of the Elders’
Commission I was also able to capture people’s
feelings and concerns about local policing, scams
and anti-social behavior. 

I took two main routes with the Big Conversation:
targeting key organisations that could scale-up
and endorse the listening exercise and getting
the story across in the media.

I have been interviewed several times on hospital
radio and BBC Sussex, as well as featuring in the
video of the SEC launch. 

I have been welcomed as a speaker and to
discussions with AgeUK in East Grinstead,
Horsham and Mid Sussex Voluntary Action,
Scaynes Hill Millennium Centre, and the
Haywards Heath Rotary Club, AgeUK - East
Grinstead, and the Mid Sussex District
Alzheimer’s Society.

Presentations were also given to a selection of
charitable organisations including the British
Legion Women’s Section and the Women’s
Institute, and Bolney, Hurstpierpoint, Horsted
Keynes, Crawley Down, Ardingly and Alborne
were areas I also covered. 

I have written articles for local magazines
including the West Hoathly and Sharpthorne
Chronicle, Lindfield Life, Hoathly Hub, Parish and
Parishoners - Horsted Keynes, Village Voice -

Ardingly, Ardingly Parish
Magazine, Village Voice -
Scaynes Hill, Turners Hill Parish
News

The premise was always to Alert -
Not Alarm and draw to the
Elderly population some of the
hazards facing them and to be aware of scams
that may impact them. Not surprisingly
discussions always came down to local issues
rather than the “big picture” and they often
centered on people being isolated and not
knowing who to contact. 

Linking Young and Old: I have submitted a
proposal for a pilot that links between Schools
and Academies and local senior citizens to show
how to use the internet and other available
technology without fear to reconnect people with
family and friends and reduce the sense of
isolation and potential vulnerability.

Ray Hoare Horsted Keynes

Our members
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11. Other issues
The sections above cover the issues most frequently
reported to or discussed with SEC members, but there were
several others that were raised.

Hate Crime against the older LGBT community
We had a small number of written responses about this and one quite

specific example from a neighbour of a gay pensioner who was

concerned about him being targeted by local youths.

“He’s a lovely quiet bloke… why do they have to pick on him?” 

We were pleased to see the launch of the Hate Crime App, but wonder

how many older people will use it.

Press reporting
We heard from a small number of people who thought that

newspapers were only interested in creating headlines through

“salacious reporting “and “over-reaction” that was “out of context”

and “raises anxiety and fear of crime”.

We would like to meet crime reporters to discuss how they sometimes

sensationalise issues.

Romance scams
During quieter moments in some of our talks we heard about online

romance scams affecting mainly men. We spoke to one older

widowed man directly who had been the victim of a “romance” scam.

A younger woman who won his confidence and affection was able to

persuade him to hand over large sums of money. He felt foolish but

said he was lonely and welcomed the company and interest. In other

talks internet dating “scams” were referred to as happening to

“friends” or neighbours. Since then, Sussex Police have presented the

rising scale and complexity of romance scams. 

urban myths
We did hear some disturbing reports about violent crime, predatory

rapists and kidnappings, but these all turned out to be urban myths

that have been circulating on the internet for years, and often

originate in America. These tales get embellished and localised with

the retelling and can be worrying for older people.

drones
One interesting and comprehensive response said that the PCC and

Police should look into the use of drones and issues of confidentiality

and privacy. A few others suggested using them more to help spot

criminals and locate missing vulnerable people.

  

We must acknowledge that
crime is changing and we
cannot be complacent.

We recommend the
establishment of small
focus groups dedicated to
each of the themes
addressed in the report.

We also recommend an SEC
Advisory Group constituted
of one member from each
Focus Group to steer
further engagement.

Other Issues



12. Next Steps
We would like to thank the PCC and the staff of her
office for helping us to conduct this county-wide survey,
and for her openness in allowing us to make our
recommendations to address older people’s concerns
and ideas.

We also need to thank the thousands of people we have spoken to,
face to face and in group meetings, and the hundreds of staff and
volunteers in the dozens of places and organisations we have visited. 

Let us be clear, Sussex is a safe place to live but we must acknowledge
that crime is changing and the police cannot be complacent.

We look forward to seeing how the PCC and Sussex Police will take
forward the ideas and the actions in this report. Some of the
issues raised can be tackled through a tactical, local response. 

Some will need revised or refocused Sussex Police attention, some
would benefit from PCC financial support. The PCC’s role across criminal
justice agencies provides a platform for some of the wider issues to get
aired and for processes to be improved.

Bigger issues will probably require discussion at a national level with
financial and legal bodies. We will also welcome cross-party political
support to consider whether existing legislation sufficiently protects
older people from abuse and sufficiently deters abusers. 

For our part, we SEC members who have managed to stay the course
after ill-health and looking after our own families, would like to
continue to help keep Sussex safer for its senior citizens.
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  Our members

When the PCC’s office first
talked to my ESSA Management
Committee about the proposed
“Elders’ Commission” the name
was given a rather cool
reception.

Over time, we were able to accept that
“Elders’” was chosen to refer to older, wiser
members of society and not to the old and
decrepit. My colleagues in other fora began
to distribute the survey cards and invited
the PCC’s office to speak at our events.

Over the last year, I have read accounts of
the Elders’ Commission in newspapers,
county, town and village magazines. 

When talking at the beginning to
members of my own (Meridian) Forum

they unanimously wanted to see more
‘Bobbies on the Beat’. With increasing
media attention people are beginning to
realise that in a changing world this is not
always the best use of police resources.
For older people there is a different type
of crime - persistent nuisance telephone
calls are becoming increasingly depressing
for older people particularly those living
on their own. Offers of easy wins on non-
existent lotteries on our computers and
volumes of post coming through our
letter-boxes making the same promises.
This is the area the police want to tackle.

The term ‘suckers list’ gave members of
the Elders Commission the impetus to ‘do
something about it’. Tackle the postal
service to report if someone is having
huge volumes of post. Through the many

community computer classes
(often free) make sure all
those attending understand
that if an email looks
suspicious – delete it! Put the
phone down on any callers
you don’t know and never,
ever give out your bank details to
anyone!”

Kate davies Piddinghoe

(East Sussex Seniors Association Chair)

Our members
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Get in touch
The Office of the
Sussex Police & Crime Commissioner
Sackville House
Brooks Close
Lewes
East Sussex BN7 2FZ

Tel: 01273 481561
Email: spcc@sussex-pcc.gov.uk

www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/elders-commission

Have Your Say
By sharing your view with the Elders’
Commission, you can help make sure that I stay
connected with the people and communities I
serve and that I understand your priorities.

Please visit my website and sign up to my
email newsletter: www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk

Or you can contact the office on:

01273 481561

spcc@sussex-pcc.gov.uk

@sussexpcc

www.facebook.com/SussexPCC

Sussex
Police & Crime
Commissioner

https://twitter.com/sussexpcc



